Invitation to the
8th Meteor-Meeting
Dear Observers of Meteors and Star Occultations
We meet us again for the exchange of experiences and for the discussion of further projects
concerning the observation of meteors.
Due to an actual event (occultation by Triton on October 5), we will held a workshop considering the
technics of recording and video time inserter.
Date and time:

Saturday, Sept. 16, 2017; begin 10:00 (arrival from 9:00)

Meeting point:

Observatory Bülach, Sternwarteweg 7, 8180 Bülach
The observatory is located between Bülach und Embrach.
(47° 31' 11" N / 8° 34' 14" E)
http://www.sternwartebuelach.ch/

Parking:

Mandatory parking of the cars at the official parking place on top of EschenmoserPass. No parking directly at the observatory.

Railway:

Participants arriving at the railway station Bülach shall inform me for picking up.

Tentative program:
from 09:00:

Arrival (coffee and „Gipfeli“!) in the observatory Bülach.

10:00:

General information, tips and tricks for observation (photo, video, spektra, radio),
recording, website, data base, calculations, etc.
More topics and lectures
We are open for wishes and suggestions. Please inform early about them.

12:00:

Lunch

14:00:

Workshop about observation of meteors and occultations
- recording with Watec camera
- time stamp using Video-Time-Inserter
considering the equipment according http://occultations.ch/equipment.html
Goal: The participants are ready to record the occultation by Triton on Oct. 5,
2017.
 If you like, please bring your equipment for solving any problems / questions.
Doing so, please assure to install previously the following software:
- OccultWatcher
(http://www.occultwatcher.net/)
- VirtualDub (32 Bit) http://www.computerbild.de/download/VirtualDub-32-Bit-8957804.html
or VirtualDub (64 Bit) http://www.computerbild.de/download/VirtualDub-64-Bit-1172118.html
- Hauppauge WinTV USB Live 2 https://www.brack.ch/hauppauge-wintv-usb-live-2-171262
- Tangra (http://www.hristopavlov.net/Tangra3/)

16:20:

Visit of the Observatory Bülach

about 17:00:

End of meeting
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Registration:

Please register under http://doodle.com/poll/6s9t88sb7iws9ieg

Contact:

Jonas Schenker:

Bring with you:

Notebook, memorystick, cables and plugs, any devices, etc.
Further interesting material and equipment...

jonas.schenker@sunrise.ch

079 670 62 14

A big THANK YOU to Stefan Meister for the local organization and to the AGZU for the hospitality
and for the use of the infrastructure.
Best regards,

Jonas
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